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on being blue: a philosophical inquiry by william h. gass is, well, a very innovative and enlightening piece of
work. mr. gass redefines philosophical inquiry [pdf] the wright brothers' engines and their design.pdf on being
blue: a philosophical inquiry - william h. gass - google books frontiers of fiction: the theory and practice
of william h ... - no work of fiction, gass insists, presents real life and remains art, because such a novel
would be boring, filled with the mundane and the common place, as life is often mundane, common place,
boring. in a philosophical inquiry on being blue, a book concerned primarily with what artistically can and
cannot be said in literature, gass comments: in the name of blue: blue joyce, blue gass, blue klein - sait
- m-d. garnier ! 156! in the name of blue: blue joyce, blue gass, blue klein blue as you enter it disappears.
william gass, on being blue, 1976 what follows runs in the small paronomastic interval between (in french)
“couleur” and “couler” —an interval which cleaves color to what flows, comes off, seeps and follows suit: in
other words to fluctile patterns, queer modalities running across philosophy and the future of fiction syracuse university - william gass received his ph.d. in philosophy from cornell university and is now the
david may distinguished university professor in the humanities at washington university in st. louis. he is the
author of many works in· eluding omensetter's luck, in the heart of the heart of the country, on being blue, and
the forthcoming the on being blue: a philosophical inquiry (new york review ... - philosophical inquiry william h. gass - google books on being blue: a philosophical inquiry (new york review books classics) by
william h. gass, michael gorra pdf on being blue: a philosophical inquiry (new york review - pinterest getting
the blues – sex, words and the hues | the weeklings the believer - interview with william h. gass on ... also by
william h. gass - bpclaimshelp - also by william h. gass fiction omensetter’s luck in the heart of the heart of
the country willie masters’ lonesome wife the tunnel nonfiction finding a form fiction and the figures of life on
being blue the world within the word the habitations of the word 2 sue william silvermanÕs
(suewilliamsilverman ... - william gass, on being blue albert goldbarth, many circles vivian gornick,
approaching eye level steve harvey, bound for shady grove emily hiestand, angela the upside-down girl pico
iyer, falling off the map judith kitchen, distance and direction; short takes: brief encounters with contemporary
nonfiction the oxonian review 26, 13 october 2014 - for gass, blue is an obvious pretext; as michael gorra,
who has written the introduction to this new edition, rightly points out, “[t]he real subject ofon being blue is
language itself”—specifically “blue” (i.e. prurient) language, to which a good three quarters of the book is
given over. carol mavor, sabine doran and on worlds and words: latin american then & now remarks at
... - the penetrating gaze of power. “the only holy word is the free word” wrote william gass on “the shears of
the censor”. but under censorship nothing is sacred. “color—we read in on being blue— is consciousness itself,
color is feeling.” i remember uruguay in the seventies. non-voluntary confessions were, at the time, the van
gogh and the seasons - assetsessinceton - title color, will please even those eyes denied the good luck of
being blue.”—william h. gass, author of blue: a philosophical inquiry, writing in the los angeles times book
review michel pastoureau is a historian and emeritus director of studies at the École pratique des hautes
Études de la sorbonne in paris. a spe- washington university record, september 6, 1979 - william gass
essays, fiction and the figures of life, and, last year, the world within the word. gass has also published one
long essay, on being blue, which, according to its subtitle, is a "philosophical inquiry." gass graduated magna
cum laude from kenyon college in 1947 and earned a doctorate in philosophy from cornell university in 1954.
bibliography - dalkey archive press - selected bibliography works by william h. gass books of fiction
omensetter’s luck. new york: new american library, 1966. rpt. new york: ... on being blue. boston: david r.
godine, 1976. the world within the word. new york: alfred a. knopf, 1978. ... the fiction of william gass: the
consolation of language. carbondale, il: southern illinois ... large print labels - slam - edges provide sharp
definition in the layers of blue ink, giving the prints a three-dimensional quality. the shades of blue and the
forms they create vary from impression to impression, with no two series alike in the edition. ieans based this
project on an essay by the st. louis writer william gass (1924–2017), also titled on being blue. washington
university record, may 3, 1979 - "washington university record, may 3, 1979" (1979).washington university
record. book 137. ... own feelings about his writ-william gass herb weitman ings, gass has described himself as
"a writer of prose rather ... on being blue (1976), and the world in the word, which was nominated by the
national book critics circle as the best work of ...
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